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WORK LITE S

EAN: 5708997356401

WORK LITE S
LED work light with smart clip

With the patented, integrated 
SMART CLIP 4-in-1 concept the 
lamp can be positioned in numer-
ous different ways depending on 
the specific job in question.

Push with one hand for 
fast and easy use of 
SMART CLIP functions

Patented SMART CLIP function

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

4 x SMD LED 
100/200 lux@0.5m(Step 1- step 2) 
60/120 lumen (Step 1 - step 2) 
4h/2h operating time (Step 1 - step 2) 
2.5h charging time 
3.7V/600 mAh Li-ion 
IP20 
77 g

Item no. 03.5640

New rechargeable pocket-sized work light. The small-
sized (S) WORK LITE hand lamp is a  no-nonsense, good 
quality work light for universal applications at a very 
competitive price.

// Patented SMART CLIP concept
The WORK LITE S is designed for the professional user 
who demands functional, practical and user-friendly work 
light. The SMART CLIP 4-in-1 system integrates several 
multi-functions in the same unit. The clip is designed to 
fit the work belt and carry the lamp, available and at hand 
when needed for an inspection job. 

Flexible positioning of the work light when both hands 
are needed can be obtained by the strong built-in magnet 
or by the retractable, turnable hook. Furthermore, the 
SMART CLIP can be used as a stand on any available 
surface.

// Ultra lightweight for maximum working comfort 
The new WORK LITE S hand lamp is technically designed 

to weigh as little as possible in order to 
provide maximum working comfort. Due 
to the very low weight it will be comfort-
able to hold the lamp in your hand for 
inspection tasks even for a longer period 

of time. The slim, compact design with round shapes and 
no sharp edges also makes it comfortable to carry the 
work light in the pocket a full working day.
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